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About This Game

Do you want to join an alpha game and see the tremendous updates? Here we present the Ultimate War project, we are a new
developer team and we want to bring you the best, we are players like you and we know how to listen and what our audience

wants. This game is based on the Shooter mode, but unlike any game we will try to cover as many game modes as possible for
your fun. In principle our game offers you conquest mode, plant the bomb, duel by teams and all against all, with which they

will be adding more functions throughout the process of the alpha.
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A DLC for niche maritime players, mostly accessory.. Well, once Ubisoft actually gets their junk together and actually figure
out how DRM works, maybe I can play it. Another victim of the Uplay authentication problems.

Tried filling a ticket with their support team but they're as helpful as a brick is charming. The activation issue has been plaguing
Uplay games for years.

UPDATE:

@ZombieHunter had a useful workaround by closing Steam and trying to launch directly via Uplay; I can get past the
authentication screen but it just sits on a Connecting screen forever. After speaking with other people it looks like the TNG
DLC is causing problems with authentication. So until Ubisoft fixes this, if you're going to pick it up I'd just say get the base
game.. This is a linear platformer where you're supposed to race through each level several times in a row and try to rack up a
high score by collecting items and stomping enemies.

The level design is obnoxious and the controls are terrible.

The art is nice, but there are so many issues and bugs that reading the dialogue is painful and you don't get to stop and enjoy the
setting because you have to run forward constantly to beat the timer on the levels.. You get what you paid for, 5K achievements
at minimum price. If you’re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase,
then I highly recommend buying this. Else don’t waste your money. This is not a game, it’s just a way of distributing
achievements.. There's more to this than meets the eye. I promise!

Pros:
1) Story - It may seem standard and predictable it first glance, but if you really think about it the developers attention to detail is
actually quite impressive. I won't say more because of spoilers but I'll make a post in the discussion section for anyone
wondering what I'm talking about.
2) Play your way - I won't try to say that this is the Undertale of VR because I don't need that kind of drama in my life thank
you very much. However, I think everyone can agree that there are thematic similarities. Did you kill every guard? Did you kill
civilians? What about the rats and chickens? And of course the biggest question... did you stop to play the lute?????
3) Length vs Price - I'll fully admit that I kind of speed ran my first playthrough simply because I really wanted to see how the
story progressed. That took me a little more than two hours. That being said I also fully intend to replay the game at least once,
maybe twice, because there are things I definetly missed and other things I really want to try. So if you get the game on sale like
I did, for $4, then I can without a doubt say it's worth it. Honestly though, I don't think I'd really mind paying full price for this
one, and that is HIGH praise coming from me.
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4) Voice Acting - It's there, and it's not bad. There isn't a lot of it of course because it's a stealth game, and some characters are
better than others, but overall I think it's good enough to put it in the Pros section.
5) Difficulty Level - This could be a pro or a con depending on what you really want out of this game. Other reviews aren't lying
when they say you can win this game by pretty much walking up to every enemy and just waving a knife in their face. However,
I will say that, at least for me, this strategy did not work when facing multiple enemies at once. I actually kind of appreciated
that this was an option because I was in it for the story, not so much for the gruling, unforgiving stealth-gameplay. You could
still play it that way if you wish, I'm just acknowledging that there is an easy out for those of you that want it.

Cons:
1) Difficulty Level - This could be a pro or a con depending on what you really want out of this game. Other reviews aren't lying
when they say you can win this game by pretty much walking up to every enemy and just waving a knife in their face. However,
I will say that, at least for me, this strategy did not work when facing multiple enemies at once. I actually kind of appreciated
that this was an option because I was in it for the story, not so much for the gruling, unforgiving stealth-gameplay. You could
still play it that way if you wish, I'm just acknowledging that there is an easy out for those of you that want it.
2) Bugs - There were a few moments when my knife would just flat out stop working and I would die and have to start that
section over. The knife would still not work and I'd have to kill the guards with the bow and arrow and just pray that it wasn't
one of those moments when the guards just refuse to die even after being hit in the face four times. However, I did not find any
bugs that I would say were "game-breaking," just a few that were annoying.. Cool game, creepy rather than jump scares &
graphics look great.. Shatter may not be an original concept, but the game delivers a thoroughly enjoyable experience with
exceptionally refined graphics, sound effects, music and game controls. Everything about this game is tight, and the killer
soundtrack keeps the energy high. The story mode presents a minimally explained but nevertheless intriguing plot development,
there are a variety of arcade modes to keep things interesting, and the scoring system will have you coming back to every game
mode to try to beat your best. +1 for Linux support! I love everything about this game!. game is short, but good
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A very cool locomotive, here's what I think of the addon:
+ did I mention it was cool?
+ the visuals and sounds feel well done
+ good choice of liveries
+ not just one but two types of coaches included
+ 5 enjoyable scenarios
+ despite being old it still features some non-standard stuff i.e. train length button, a passenger\/goods mode selector. a
passenger view and a separate parking brake button
+ there's nothing to actually complain about. Let me start off by saying I loved this game when it came out and beat it on
windows XP at least 5 times.

For 7.99$ I would say its worth it and I think I picked it up on sale.

PRO-
Fast game play
Fun to bet on youself to win money
Easy navigation for loadouts

Cons-
Sensitivity seems off for me either too low or too high when I adjust but I got used to it. I don't remember having this problem
when I played it in highschool. This game makes me feel old.. only comes with 7 puzzles, which are ridiculously easy. Not worth
spending the $0.99 on yet. Wait until they add more puzzles, if they ever do.. if you like yuri and you like vn and a kinda deep
story and you have an open mind... this is your game
8\/10. All WWII stuff is good, this is great but getting dated now, still worth it though.. You are essentially paying for a Demo
here. The developer recently released news that they are releasing REBOANT: Endless Dawn which is the Early Access version
of this game. So you have to pay for the Demo then pay again for the early access version of the game. Shady stuff coming from
an unknown developer.. Metal as puhk was very fun. From the perspective of a disabled eprson, I was happy that I was able to
control the characters. If you like turn based games with a lot of humor, you need to play this game. It could be becuase of my
eyesight, but I did have a hard time seeing/keeping track of enemy buffs/debuffs. I will be playing all of the other
crankagegames!. Typical HOG game but still it is fun & enjoyable

7\/10. This game is awesome! At first the levels may be easy, but they get more challenging. There are a lot of different types of
weapons, and dinosaurs. You can buy new weapons, and skins for your character. I would suggest this to anyone!. This is game
is and isn't what you expect. There's something compelling about the atmosphere and the mystery, as well as great enjoyment
because of tight controls and gameplay mechanics.

Love the game and definitely recommend it, but I'm also looking forward to the developer's future games.
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